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Gaming headphones Havit GAMENOTE H2002D 3.5mm PS4 Xbox

For players' needs
H2002D headphones are designed for users who use the headphones for many hours and need equipment that will ensure their comfort
even during many hours of use. H2002d model is also designed to be compatible with game consoles.
 
Comfortable and comfortable thanks to advanced design
The design of the headphones provides excellent attenuation of external noises and sounds, thus allowing you to focus only on what you
want to hear. They are made of nice to touch material, give a feeling of lightness and let you forget about yourself.
 
High quality sound
Thanks to 53mm speakers,  the H2002D headphones provide clear and high quality sounds and powerful  sound, thus guaranteeing an
intensive gaming experience. 
 
A microphone that you can match
The adjustable, detachable and flexible microphone cable allows full  freedom of placement. If  you don't have to use it,  you can easily
remove it.
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Producent
Havit
Model
H2002D
Membrane diameter
53 mm
Headphones bandwith
20 ~ 20000 Hz
Headphones impedance
64±15%Ω
Headphones sensivity
110 dB ± 3 dB
Build-in microphone
Yes 6.0 x 2.2 mm
Microphone bandwith
30 ~ 16000 Hz
Microphone bandwith
-43 dB±32 dB
Connectivity
3.5 mm
Wire length
1.7 m
Working current
⩽ 80 mA
Additional informations
Detachable flexible microphone
Detachable main cable
Included accessories
Adapter 2 x 3.5 mm mini Jack - 3.5 mm mini Jack
Color
Black
Warranty
12 months
Product code
018594

Preço:

€ 31.00

Jogos, Headphones
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